Earth and Environmental Sciences

Mailing Address:
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences (MC 186)
845 West Taylor Street
Chicago, IL 60607-7059

Contact Information:
Campus Location: 2440 SES
(312) 996-3154
adombard@uic.edu
eaes.uic.edu

Administration:
Head of the Department: Kathryn L. Nagy
Director of Graduate Studies: Andrew J. Dombard

Program Codes:
20FS1174MS (MS)
20FS1174PHD (PhD)

The Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences offers work leading to the Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees in Earth and Environmental Sciences. Both programs are based in an earth and environmental science curriculum. Applicants with interdisciplinary natural science backgrounds are also encouraged to apply.

Admission and Degree Requirements

- MS in Earth and Environmental Sciences
- PhD in Earth and Environmental Sciences